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ADS HAPPENINGS

The ADS Online Forum:
Log on and Get Connected
The ADS Online Forum community
continues to grow. Every day, members log
on to the Forum to interact with others for
diagnostic advice, training tips and to discuss
the latest news and trends within the industry.
Post your question on the ADS Online
Forum now. It is free for members to post
and view the archives; all you have to do is
make sure you’ve requested to be a part of the
Forum. If you would like to add your email to
the list send it to info@diesel.org. Don’t forget
to include your full name and company name.

Vision
We, the membership of The Association of Diesel
Specialists, see ourselves as the leading international
organization of professionals that provides sales and
expert service for yesterday’s, today’s and tomorrow’s
diesel systems.
Our goal is to be the complete resource for training,
technical service information, member promotion and
networking opportunities. Our Association encourages
participation at all levels of membership and is operated
with the highest level of scal integrity. We embrace the
economical, durable and clean diesel engine as one of
the key elements for addressing global pollution and
fossil fuel depletion.
Mission
The Association of Diesel Specialists’s mission is to
provide programs and services to its members that will
assist them in achieving success in the operation of their
businesses in the diesel industry throughout the world.
Find us on:
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ADS Parts Forum: Finding
the parts you need
Make sure you are connected to the ADS
Parts Forum so you can find those parts
you need to finish the job. To sign up email
info@diesel.org.

New Member
Replacement Parts
WSK Poznan
Wielkopolskam Poland
061.878.3325
www.wsk-poznan.com.pl

Green Statement
The Association of Diesel Specialists (ADS) believes in
the future of clean diesel as part of an environmental
solution to global greenhouse gas issues. ADS believes
in the future of the inherently more e cient clean diesel
power plant as a method of reducing our dependence
on fossil fuels. ADS applauds the work of engine
manufacturers in their e orts to continuously reduce
emissions in diesel engines to near in nitesimal levels.
ADS believes that the use of clean diesel will improve
the sustainability of consumers, businesses and
communities by reducing the environmental and societal
cost of their activities.
ADS does not condone the use of devices made to
intentionally contravene emission controls for use in
equipment or vehicles used on a regular basis. ADS
believes that intentionally bypassing or altering emission
controls in the name of performance enhancement
undermines individual and group e orts to promote the
use of clean diesel as a viable alternative power plant for
the future.

Keep Your
Engine Running

OEM or equivalent quality
Best in class warranty

Protect your engine
with Alliant Power®
fuel treatments
and parts
The perfect combination of quality
parts and superior fuel treatments
keep your vehicles and equipment
performing like new and providing
you with greater piece of mind.

Diesel Fuel Treatments
3 Formulations – Provides superior
protection & helps restore engine
performance
ULTRAGUARD®: Multi-functional
fuel system protection for all-seasons

LUBRIGUARD®: Highly concentrated
lubricant with cetane improver for
warm environments

WINTERGUARD®: Improved cold
starting and anit-gel protection

Learn more at

AlliantPower.com

FROM THE PRESIDENT

2017-2018 ADS LEADERSHIP
Officers
Carl Fergueson
ADS President
The Taylor Diesel Group
Laura Rountree
ADS Vice President
Industrial Diesel Inc.
Al Roberts
ADS Treasurer
Turbo Diesel & Electric
Paul Thoms
ADS Secretary
Midwest Fuel Injection
Service Corporation
Board Members
Ricardo Berrueta
Berrueta Diesel Parts, S.A. de C.V.
Adolfo Dittborn
Servicio Lucas Diesel S.A.
Saul Goldfarb
Goldfarb & Assoc.
Sue Haven
Oregon Fuel Injection Inc.
John Hughes
Cummins Inc.
Al Johnston
Thompson Diesel Inc.
Von Leefers
Area Diesel Service
Bryan Menke
R&R Engine & Machine
Chuck Oliveros
Williams Diesel Service Inc.
Tracie Parker
Honeywell Transportation Solutions
Christian Roth
BD Diesel Performance
Mike Ruffing
Central Motive Power

As I reflect over the last 10 Years!
As I sit down to write this article, I am able to reflect over the
last 10 years that I have been involved in the leadership of this
association. Being an individual member of this association,
a board member and ultimately an officer has broadened my
world. Through serving in this association I have had the
opportunity to meet so many great people that my path would
have never crossed in normal life. I have had the chance to get to
know and work alongside with a lot of very remarkable people
Carl Fergueson
that have also served as board members, committee chairmen
The Taylor
and officers.
Diesel Group
I have also learned to look at business differently than what I
Nashville, TN
did before. In this industry there are so many successful people
that have found success in very different ways. Our industry
is full of people that have started their business from scratch. Men have started
companies with virtually no money, just talent, enthusiasm and a drive to succeed.
I enjoy hearing how companies got started, as the company that I work for did. The
founder of the Taylor Group, Glen (Tiny) Taylor borrowed $500.00 from a friend
and started a company that has survived for 70 years and is now being operated by
the fourth generation. You hear a lot of similar stories throughout our industry.
I have watched many of the founding fathers of our industry retire out of their
businesses and the next generation successfully step in and take over. The following
generations have many and very different challenges. The challenges we face today
are not as clear as the challenges we faced in the past. Even if you are fortunate to
have buildings, inventory, and machinery today’s rapidly changing business means
you have to constantly make adjustments in the way you do business.
As I reach the end of my ADS Presidency, I will look back and remember the
great people that I have found in this industry. I will remember the changes in the
types of products we produce and sell and how we now go to market. I admire
and remember the many things that all of us have had to do and overcome to be
successful.
There are clear challenges for the future of the service dealers in our industry.
However, with the support of all the members of ADS we can work together to
overcome these challenges.
I am now looking forward to seeing everyone at the upcoming ADS International
Convention & Tradeshow in San Diego, California, Embracing the Future of Diesel
Together and continuing to move forward with our industry and everyone’s unique
businesses.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve you, our ADS Members.
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Celebrating 25 Years with the
Association of Diesel Specialists
As some of you may be aware, this year I will be celebrating my
25th anniversary of working for ADS. I thought I would take this
opportunity to tell you a little about myself and how I got here.
I have lived and was educated in several different countries
of the world including the United States, England, and several
countries in Latin America. I am fluent in English and Spanish
which is a great help in my position.
David Fehling
I started my career in 1967 starting at a company called
ADS Executive
Joseph
Lucas Ltd. in Birmingham, England. I completed a 4 year
Director
apprentice program studying engineering and graduating in 1971
from the Lucas Engineering School and Birmingham University.
After graduation I took
a position within Lucas
travelling to various Diesel
After more than 26 years
and Electrical Service
with the Lucas group of
facilities performing audit
work of their test equipment.
companies I joined ADS in
After this experience I went
1993 assuming the position of
to work for Leslie Hartridge
Director of Technical
Ltd. which was part of Lucas.
In 1973 I accepted a
Education & Services.
position with Hartridge
Equipment Corp. based in
Virginia Beach, VA. as a service engineer to be the liaison between the company
in England and its US operations. I was later promoted to the position of Service
Manager.
After more than 26 years with the Lucas group of companies I joined ADS in
1993 assuming the position of Director of Technical Education & Services. Just a
few years later I was promoted to the position I have today which is the association’s
Executive Director.
In 2009 I was awarded the prestigious Alfredo Christlieb Ibarrola award by the
Latin American Committee for my numerous contributions to that group over more
than 25 years.
My extensive and diversified education together with my international and
industry experience has contributed to ADS having accomplished many significant
milestones especially in the global arena and most extensively in Latin America.
Please join me in my celebration of 25 years with ADS at the ADS International
Convention & Tradeshow which will take place August 7 – 10 in San Diego,
California.

Nozzle Chatter is the official publication of
the Association of Diesel Specialists.
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FORERUNNERS FORUM

Welcoming in the New Generation of Workers
Forerunners is the young leadership
group of the ADS. Its activities
include an annual meeting/
networking event, held during
the ADS International Convention
& Tradeshow, presentations during
the Convention and cooperative
efforts with other committees
and subgroups within ADS.
In addition, membership in the
ADS Forerunners provides an
opportunity to develop peer
relationships with individuals from
other member companies. If you
are employed by, in partnership
with, in ownership of a concern
that is a member of ADS, perform
in a managerial or executive
capacity and you are 39 years
old or younger, you are eligible
for membership in the ADS
Forerunners.
Membership in Forerunners is
free. Contact ADS Headquarters at
816.285.0810 or e-mail
marketing@diesel.org.
Forerunners 2017–2018 Officers
Chair
Brad Taylor
Taylor Diesel of Jackson Inc.
Vice Chair
Justin Greenberg
DieselCore
Secretary
Logan Perkins
Diesel Plus
Past Chair
Michael Oliveros
Williams Diesel Service Inc.
Staff Liaison
Brittanne Gasser
ADS Headquarters

In 2015, Millennials became the largest generation in the
American workforce. Millennials are those who were born in the
late 1980s through early 2000’s. As the older generations start to
retire, this group of young professionals have become essential
for our companies growth and success. Many companies don’t
understand Millennials or know how to appeal to them. One
thing you need to understand is they are the new working force.
Here are a couple of tips for relating to the next generation of
Logan Perkins
workers.
Diesel Plus LLC
The first tip is to look beyond the resume. These individuals
Ringgold GA
are some of the most multi-talented employees. While a
candidate may have majored in business, he may have taught
himself fabrication or graphic design. With today’s technology, individuals can
learn new skills on their own time and even have a side hustle. When analyzing
a candidate’s skills, look beyond the resume and try to figure out what they do in
their free time. You may find the perfect candidate applying with a non-traditional
background. I’m a perfect example of this. Before working at Diesel Plus, I only
had a sales and electrical
engineering background.
Millennials have figured out
Since I started here at
that staying at the same
Diesel Plus, I have brought
in multiple accounts that
employer for more than two
range from city governments
years can cost them more
to fleet companies. I was
able to bring them in from
than 50 percent in
networking connections I had
lifetime earnings.
made throughout my life.
The second tip is about
job hopping. Millennials have figured out that staying at the same employer for more
than two years can cost them more than 50 percent in lifetime earnings. Millennials
have realized that employment is a two-way relationship and that they can get their
needs fulfilled elsewhere. However money is not always the primary motivator for
these individuals. They are talented workers who often take on more than they were
supposed to do in their roles. They are used to doing impressive work and being
acknowledged for it. If they feel that their work is not being appreciated or there is
not room for advancement, they will move jobs to fulfill their needs. Millennials are
working more job stints of 12 to 36 months. If you’re ruling out people with roles
that lasted under three years, it’ll mean your company is now losing a big portion of
your applicant supply.
The last tip to keep in mind is a work-life ratio. A huge success that we have had
at our shop is that we do four day work weeks. Who wouldn’t want an extra 52 days
off a year? It has benefits for both the employee and the employer. Millennials, now
the most populous generation in the workforce, demand more flexibility in when and
where they work. As a result, companies offering the flexibility of a four-day work
continues on page 29
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EMBRACING THE
FUTURE OF DIESEL
TOGETHER ADS
INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION & TRADESHOW
AUGUST 7-10, 2018
MANCHESTER GRAND HYATT
SAN DIEGO, CA USA
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JOIN US FOR THE 2018 ADS INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION & TRADESHOW
The event will be held August
7-10, 2018 in San Diego, CA at
the Manchester Grand Hyatt.
Hundreds of attendees and tons of
exhibitors will create an amazing
environment for networking
and education. View a full list of
exhibitors on page 22.
This once a year opportunity is
your chance to discuss ideas and
get feedback from your industry
peers. Plan ahead to see when
presentations will be held, by
viewing the Schedule At-a-Glance
on page 25.
Don’t miss out on this great
Convention and the many amenities
that the beautiful city of San Diego
has to offer. The Manchester Grand
Hyatt is conveniently located near
downtown and offers a resort-like
setting.
Now is the time to register, book
your room at the Manchester
Grand Hyatt and/or reserve your

Registration Fees

(July 7 - July 27)

(After July 27)

Member
Non-member
Member One-Day
Non-member One-Day
Special Service Member Option
Companion
Child (3-11)
Companion Wine Tour
Company Fee

$750
$950
$595
$695
$425
$275
$160
$95
$1,100

$800
$1,000
$645
$745
$475
$300
$185
$95
$1,100

booth. View registration fees to
the right and register by visiting
www.diesel.org/2018convention
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Another

RECORD ATTENDANCE

AND PARTICIPATION
Made the 2018 Latin American Regional
Meeting in Panama, Republic of Panama
Once Again, Another Success

T

echnical Training, Seminars, a
Trade Show and Social Events

David Fehling

made up the program for the

ADS Latin American Regional Meeting which was held April 29 – May 3,
2018 at the Westin Playa Bonita, in the
Republic of Panama. A total of 203 attendees participated in the event representing an historic 24 countries in
Latin America and from many other
locations from around the globe. This
year, participation from the USA increased along with an increased ADS
Board and Committee participation,
setting another new record for the
ADS Latin American Committee.

14
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Prior to the start of the event ADS
sponsored a three-day technical training class on the repair of the G2.8 &
G2.9 injectors which was attended by
15 technicians. The training was hosted
at the location of ADS Member Electro
Inyección Diesel Chu, S A.
As is customary the meeting started
with the traditional ribbon cutting and
welcome reception within the exhibit
hall which gave the attendees an opportunity to renew acquaintances as well
as meeting new delegates. We would
like to take this opportunity to thank all
those companies in the exhibit hall who
took booth spaces and for their support
of this meeting. Once again, this year
the exhibit hall was filled with companies presenting their latest products and
services. Our central exhibitor was Lucas Diesel with expanded booth spaces
in the center of the hall with product
demonstrations for all to see.
Following the opening general session delegates heard 3 days of business
presentations, a motivational speaker
Mr. Rafael Bruno, as well as presentations from the manufacturers and
suppliers regarding new products and
services as well as products specific to
WWW. D IES E L.ORG
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various areas in Latin America. One
of the highlights of the presentations
was Joel Lustgarten from Robert Bosch
Panama. Mr. Lustgarten made two
presentations on two separate days
each lasting around two hours on the
subjects of diagnostics. One of the sessions which was inside the hotel used a
vehicle parked outside and all the tests
and demonstrations were performed
remotely. We thank Mr. Lustgarten and
Robert Bosch for these outstanding
presentations.
On Monday evening, traditionally
we have an annual ADS Latin American
Regional football (soccer) match which
is usually between Mexico and “the
rest of the world”, but this year due to
an afternoon of torrential downpours
of rain, that event unfortunately was
cancelled.
Tuesday morning after a few presentations, the entire delegation using four
busses visited the historic Casco Antiguo, in the City of Old Panama. After
lunch, the entire group went for a tour
of the locks and the world famous and
now widened and expanded Panama
Canal. After a comprehensive explanation of the workings of the canal the

16
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group was allowed to view ships passing
through the canal at very close proximity, something which is only allowed to
very few individuals.
From the canal tour the group was
invited to an open house at ADS Member Electro Inyección Diesel Chu, S A.
The Family owned Chu business treated
the group to tours of their facility as
well as dinner and beverages. We wish
to thank the Chu Family for their generous hospitality.
The spouses had a program specifically for them while the delegates were
in seminars. The program consisted
of activities within the hotel as well
as a tour of the Biomuseo, a museum
focused on the natural history of Panama, whose isthmus was formed very
recently in geologic time, with major
impact on the ecology of the Western
Hemisphere. After this tour, they went
to Albrook Mall which is a large shop18
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ping mall and leisure complex located
in Panama City, Panama.
The closing event on Wednesday
evening was a celebration of another
excellent ADS event with dinner and
entertainment specific to Panama as
well as awards, recognition and the
traditional raffles. The Latin American
Committee recognized the Chu Family
for all their efforts in hosting this event;
in addition, a recognition award was
given to Ricardo Berrueta for all his
work as Convention Committee Chair
of the Latin American Meeting Group.
The evening continued with music and
dancing.
We wish to thank all those in attendance, especially all the presenters and
exhibitors. The next Latin American
Regional will be in 2019, the location
and dates have not been finalized as of
this time. n

WWW. D IES E L.ORG
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While the potential for electrification of commercial
trucks has recently captured interest, thanks to
announcements from Cummins, Tesla and Nikola, the
quick call as being the “death knell” for heavy-duty diesel
is unfounded. Aspirations and predictions for
new fuels and technologies are high, but
must be evaluated in the context of reality.

Allen Schaeffer
Executive Director
of the Diesel
Technology Forum.

20
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Diesel engines are today and will
remain in the future the prime mover
for this key sector of the global economy.
Diesel powers well over 90 percent of all
commercial trucks on the road in America today. In 2017, the North American
Class 3-8 truck market came in at more
than 250,000 vehicles. Of that population, approximately 30 percent of trucks
are powered by the newest generation of
clean diesel technology. In the off-road
sector, diesel engines continue to power
manufacturing, agriculture and construction projects around the globe.
The diesel engine has achieved this
dominance over many decades and
challenges from many other fuel types
because it offers a unique combination
of unmatched features: proven fuel
efficiency, economical operation, power,
reliability, durability, availability, easy
access to fueling and service facilities,
and now near-zero emissions performance. It is unmatched by any other
powertrain option in this sector.

According to projections by The
Fuels Institute, diesel will remain the
predominant fuel for commercial vehicles, even in 2025 when it maintains 96
percent of the medium- and heavy-duty
market. As the quotes below attest,
many in the industry agree:
• Thomas Linebarger, CEO, Cummins:
“Cummins will continue to provide a
variety of power technologies — including electric, diesel, natural gas and
future alternative fuels — for different
applications. We need to make sure
we have the right technology for the
right application. Even if the electrified power train replaces the internal
combustion engine completely, that’s
still a 20- to 25-year transition period
customers have to manage through.”
• Lars Stenqvist, CTO, Volvo Group;
Executive Vice President, Volvo
Groups Trucks Technology: “[Diesel
and the combustion engine] will be
the foundation of long-haul freight for
many years to come. We are investing
heavily in next-generation combustion engines, and it still has a lot of
development potential.”
• Jose Avila, Powertrain Division
President, Continental: “The diesel
engine will continue to play an
important role in meeting mobility
needs for the foreseeable future. It is
vital for us to develop the technology
to support extremely low-pollutant
diesel operation.”

THE FUTURE OF DIESEL

Fact v. Fiction
PA R T 2
BY ALLEN SCHAEFFER

Yet, diesel technology is not standing
still. Rather, it is being enhanced every
day across a wide range of applications.
From coupling with hybrid-electric
technology and battery storage systems,
to pushing thermal efficiency boundaries, to utilizing 100 percent non-petroleum bio-based diesel fuels, the new
generation of clean diesel power is part
of a sustainable future. Clean diesel
technology ensures that truckers can
deliver their cargo anywhere, anytime,
under any conditions.
New diesel technology is more
fuel efficient and lowest in emissions.
Thanks to a continuous improvement in
efficiency and performance of clean diesel power, U.S. truckers last year saved
$2,640 per truck, saved 4.2 billion gallons of fuel across the fleet, and reduced
overall emission by 43 million tonnes
of carbon dioxide, 21 million tonnes of
nitrogen oxides, and 1.2 million tonnes
of particulate matter.
Diesel technology also continues to
offer truckers the greatest fuel efficiency
for the dollar. As evidenced in the recent
“Run on Less” campaign from the North
American Council on Freight Efficiency,
after more than 50,000 miles, the seven
Class 8 diesel trucks in the demonstration exceeded an average of 10 mpg,
even with heavy loads of more than
65,000 lbs., with some trucks exceeding
12 mpg. This represents a dramatic improvement in ton-mile freight efficiency.

With compliance with Phase 1 of
the new rules now complete, manufacturers are working toward meeting the
challenge of the Phase 2 Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Reduction and Fuel
Economy rules. These will make the
heavy-duty diesel truck of the future
even more fuel efficient and even less
emitting than it is today.
Truckers also continue to demonstrate their preference for clean diesel
technologies. Take the ports of Los Angles and Long Beach as an example: beginning in 2008, when the ports started
requiring truckers to switch to cleaner
technologies, nine out of 10 port truckers chose clean diesel over alternative
fuels. The net result: the ports have already achieved their particulate matter
(PM) emissions reduction targets set
for 2023, and are very close to achieving
their nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions
reduction goals ahead of schedule.
So, What is Diesel’s Future?
First and foremost, any fuel or technology in the future must be desirable and
able to deliver meaningful benefits to
the customer: the vehicle owner.
Can we predict the future of fuels
and transportation choices? Hardly.
Simply running the numbers on battery
prices and extrapolate that to hitting
the “tipping point” of widespread full
vehicle electrification, or knowing future gasoline prices doesn’t give us real

answers. The truth is much harder and
unpredictable.
Take for example the trends in pickup
trucks and SUVs. By all accounts, pickup
trucks should not be the best-selling
three vehicles for a single year, let alone
for three decades. These vehicles get
worse fuel economy than smaller vehicles. Most Americans don’t live on farms,
and rarely use their truck’s full hauling or
towing potential. Few SUV owners ever
go off-roading or even use their fourwheel-drive capabilities, even though
they pay a premium for the option. And
yet, pickups and SUVs remain the most
popular selling vehicle type, meeting the
lifestyle needs of many.
The same holds true for other sectors.
Above all, Americans value choice
and independence, whether it is in fast
food or vehicle technologies. As Mary
Barra, the CEO of General Motors stated, “I think it works best when, instead
of mandating, customers are choosing the technology that meets their
needs.” This holds true for every aspect
– light-duty, heavy-duty, off-road,
power-gen and marine. Let’s make sure
customers of all kinds keep the right to
choose what’s best for their own needs.
Diesel has evolved, and continues
to evolve, to meet the challenges of the
future, of a more sustainable world, a
desire for growing economies, greater
mobility and protection of the climate. n
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ADS International Conference &
Tradeshow Exhibitors

ADS
Booth#: 110

Cummins Inc.
Booth #: 806

AERA
Booth#: 203

CWT Industries
Booth #: 500

Alliant Power
Booth #: 814

D&W Diesel, Inc
Booth #: 209

Area Diesel Service Inc.
Booth #: 409

Diesel Emissions/Redline
Emissions Products
Booth #: 306

Areion International Ltd
Booth #: 303
ASE
Booth#: 101
Auto Parts Direct
Booth #: 410
Basic Software Systems
Booth #: 415
Berrueta Diesel Parts, S.A. de C.V.
Booth #: 401
BorgWarner Turbo Systems
Booth #: 615
Bostech
Booth #: 406
Bukaty
Booth #: 102
Combustion Diesel de Monterrey S.A.
Booth #: 310
22
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Diesel USA Group
Booth #: 700
DieselCore
Booth #: 601
Dieselsite, Inc.
Booth #: 506
DIPACO Inc.
Booth #: 400
DNR Industries Inc.
Booth #: 215
Dorman Products
Booth #: 301
E-ZOIL Products, Inc.
Booth #: 606
EGC Enterprises Inc.
Booth #: 311
Enviromotive Inc.
Booth #: 104

The Tradeshow is your opportunity to view and find the latest in diesel technology, supplies,
equipment, parts, and other services that are designed to make your company more profitable
and competitive in today’s market place! Meet with the experts and discuss their products in
depth and how they can help you. Test the equipment before you buy it. Talk to other shop
owners about their experiences to ensure you find the best fit. Looking to exhibit?
Contact Rosemary Hall at ADS at 816.595.4826 or rhall@diesel.org.

Flight Diesel
Booth #: 307

PurePower Technologies
Booth #: 708

FPPF Chemical Company
Booth #: 100

Parker Hannifin, Engine Mobile
OE Division
Booth #: 608

Goldfarb & Associates Inc.
Booth #: 507

Redat North America Inc.
Booth #: 317

Hartridge Ltd.
Booth #: 800

ReMaTec
Booth#: 108

KenDiesel Inc.
Booth #: 600

RIMSS
Booth #: 514

Lucas Diesel Systems
Booth #: 107

Robiel Industria E Comercio
de Auto Pecas Ltda
Booth #: 417

MEFIN S.A.
Booth #: 112
Melett Ltd.
Booth #: 300
Memo Corporation
Booth #: 314
Merlin Diesel Systems LTD
Booth #: 214
Modal Software
Booth #: 511
Motor a Diesel/ MGC Publicidad
Booth #: 103
Omnique Shop Management Software
Booth #: 211

sundieselsystems

Sun Diesel Systems LLC
Booth #: 403
TerraClean/MotorVac
Booth #: 202
Turbocharger Committee
Booth #: 706
Turbo International
Booth #: 200
Win Auto Parts Inc
Booth #: 201
Zeki Turbo
Booth #: 510
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Expand With MWFI to Increase Your Sales…

Say “Yes” to All of Your Customer’s Needs

CAPS PUMP

ECD-V4 PUMP

MAN MARINE PUMP

Light & Medium Duty
Marine Diesel
Class 8 & Heavy Duty
Agricultural
City Fleets & Equipment Construction

TDI PUMP

www.mwfi.com

30 YEARS
Member

DS PUMP

“Expertise That Keeps You Running!”
VISIT US ONLINE

OVER

H PUMP

877.DSD.ONLY
877.373.6659 • TOLL FREE

65 Technicians at 9 U.S. Locations
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THE TRUSTED BRAND
FOR THE AFTERMARKET

VISIT US AT THE
ADS INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION & TRADESHOW
August 7-10, 2018 - Booth 300,
Manchester Grand Hyatt, San Diego, CA

Why choose Melett?
Engineered in the UK to match the OEM design
Manufactured to Melett quality standards
In-house New Product Development program
Dedicated UK Turbo & Core Production Facility
World class customer service & technical support
To find out how Melett’s range of turbochargers and
parts can benefit you and your customers contact
ussales@melett.com or call 1-855-235-9706.
www.melett.com

PRECISION ENGINEERED
T U R B O C H A R G E R S & PA R T S

Schedule-At-A-Glance
n TUESDAY, AUGUST 7

n THURSDAY, AUGUST 9

8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

7:30 to 8:00 a.m.

ADS Board of Directors Meeting

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.	Special One Day Training:
(Limited Participation)
A Day in Diesel Diagnostics and Repair
Tony Salas, Powertrain Performance LLC
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
5:00 to 6:00 p.m.
6:45 to 7:00 p.m.
7:00 to 8:30 p.m.

ADS Committee Meetings:
• Business Management • Replacement Parts
• Communications
• Technical Education
• Manufacturer
• Tradeshow
• Membership
• Turbocharger
ADS Board & Committee Chair Meeting*

ADS Canadian Members’ General Meeting
Exhibitor Meeting

Get-Acquainted Reception in Tradeshow

n WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8
7:30 to 8:00 a.m.
8:00 to 9:00 a.m.

Coffee & Danish

Opening General Session:
• Welcome - David Fehling, ADS Executive Director
•A
 DS Outgoing President’s Remarks –
Carl Fergueson, Taylor Diesel of Nashville Inc.

	
Keynote: Embracing the Future Together with
The Humor Advantage
Mary Feeley, CSP
9:05 to 9:45 a.m.	Technical Seminar: Trials and Tribulations:
Diesel in the Moment
Diesel Technology Forum
9:45 to 10:00 a.m.

Break

10:00 to 10:30 a.m.	Technical Seminar
Sponsored by Replacement Parts Committee:
Exhaust Manifold. Slobber and Soot
Brian Biller and Tim Seksinsky, EGC Enterprises Inc.
10:35 to 10:55 a.m.

Technical Seminar: Nate Breunig, Alliant Power

11:00 to 11:45 a.m.	Service Member Panel
Sponsored by Business Management Committee:
Sales: Multiple Ways to Increase Your Business
Warren Stewart, Industrial Diesel Inc.
Carl Fergueson, Taylor Diesel of Nashville Inc.
11:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.

12:15 to 1:00 p.m.
1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

ADS Annual Business Meeting
• Incoming President’s Remarks by Laura Rountree,
Industrial Diesel Inc.
• Presentation of Awards
Networking Luncheon
Tradeshow Open

ADS Latin American Members’ General Meeting

4:30 to 6:00 p.m.	Owners Only Collaboration Meeting
(ADS Service Members – Ticket Required)
5:30 to 6:30 p.m.	Forerunners Annual Meeting &
Networking Event

5:30 to 7:00 p.m.	BorgWarner Turbo Systems Distributor Meeting
(Invitation Only)

Coffee & Danish

8:00 to 9:30 a.m.	Training Seminar: Selective Catalyst Reduction
(SCR) System Diagnostics
Bob Pattengale, Robert Bosch LLC
9:30 to 9:45 a.m.

Break

9:45 to 10:30 a.m.	Service Member Panel:
Insider Industry Secrets Revealed!
Curtis Owens, Area Diesel Service Inc.
Mike Perkins, Diesel Plus LLC
Al Roberts, Turbo Diesel& Electric
Paul Thoms, Midwest Fuel Injection
Service Corporation
10:35 to 11:05 a.m.

Technical Seminar: Tony Walters, Hartridge Ltd.

11:10 to 11:55 a.m.	Service Member Panel
Sponsored by ADS Forerunners:
How to Improve Your Hiring Practices
Justin Greenberg, DieselCore
Logan Perkins, Diesel Plus LLC
Brad Taylor, Taylor Diesel of Jackson
12:00 to 1:30 p.m.
1:30 to 5:30 p.m.
4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

Open Lunch/Lunch on Your Own
Tradeshow Open

Happy Hour in Tradeshow (Beer & Soft Drinks)

5:30 to 7:00 p.m.	Garrett Authorized Center Meeting
(Invitation Only)

n FRIDAY, AUGUST 10		
8:00 to 9:00 a.m.
8:00 to 8:30 a.m.
8:00 to 11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

ADS/Ortner Foundation Trustees Meeting
Coffee & Danish in Tradeshow
Tradeshow Open

Open Lunch/Lunch on Your Own

1:00 to 2:30 p.m.	Cummins Turbo Technologies Distributor Meeting
(Invitation Only)
1:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Tradeshow Teardown

1:15 to 2:20 p.m.	Business Seminar: The Power to Persuade –
7 Insights into Motivating, Leading & Influencing
Video Presentation by Mike Lipkin, Environics/Lipkin
2:30 to 2:50 p.m.	Manufacturer Seminar: Greg Arsenault,
AMBAC International
2:55 to 3:15 p.m.

Manufacturer Seminar: Toni Hickey, Cummins Inc.

3:25 to 4:25 p.m.	Turbocharger Presentation:
Embracing the Future of Turbochargers Together
Patrick Harcourt, BorgWarner Turbo Systems
Shon Wright, Cummins Turbo Technologies
Tracie Parker and Harut Stepanyan, Garrett
Transportation Systems
6:30 to 10:00 p.m.

Closing Event – Hats Ahoy!
(Wear your favorite or funniest hats)

n SATURDAY, AUGUST 11
All Day

Departures

WWW. D IES E L.ORG
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delphiautoparts.com

Trusted for
Remanufactured
Diesel Injectors
You can trust Delphi Technologies.
Each Delphi Technologies remanufactured injector
is completely disassembled, cleaned and examined for
wear and breakage. Critical and worn-down components
are replaced for reliable performance. Finally, injectors
are reassembled and tested. We provide a unique trim
code with applicable C7, C13 and C15 injectors for proper
engine performance. With over 60 years of OE technology
and expertise, our green and global solutions ensure your
parts are ready for the road ahead.

©2018 Delphi Automotive Systems LLC. All rights reserved.

P739EN

BUY, SELL OR TRADE EQUIPMENT
WITH ADS SWAP & SHOP!
Swap & Shop is available to assist
members seeking to buy, sell or trade
equipment. Swap & Shop ads run
in Nozzle Chatter and on the ADS
website under the PARTS section.

FOR SALE: Bosch 515 Test Bench
universal bracket. New stroke counter,
excellent condition can demo.
$9,875.00 - or best offer.
thoeber@dieselinjection.com
(361) 289-6666 ask for Tom
FOR SALE: 20 HP Test Bench includes
universal bracket and (15) test adapters
for Bosch, Delphi & Zexel – a $3,500.00
value included. 1142 hours on test
bench. $14,995.00 – or best offer.
meichman@dieselinjection.com
(210) 648-4500 ask for Michael

TO LIST
Complete the ad listing form,
located online under the
Forums>Swap & Shop section of the
ADS website or by contacting ADS
Headquarters at info@diesel.org.
“Help wanted” or “situation wanted”
ads will not be accepted. ADS Swap
& Shop ads do not constitute an
endorsement by the Association.
Ads must be sent electronically to
info@diesel.org.
FEES
Contact ADS Headquarters for listing
fees and details. *Subject to specific
terms listed online.

FOR SALE: Bosch 385 good
condition $6000 – HA280 Cummin
Detroit Injector test stand $3,500 –
Steelabrator Blast Cabinet $7500 Like
– CAT 3208 Tool Kit 5P4203 $300 –
R.H. Strasbaugh Model 6BL Lapping
Machine $2000 Ron: 509-248-7744
fisyakima@hotmail.com
SEEKING TO BUY: Hartridge 123
Test stand and buying Cummins Top
Stop injector cores. Contact Warren
@ Premco 512-556-8734 or warren@
dieselparts.com

DIAGNOSTIC
EQUIPMENT

CALIBERATE &
REBUILD

SPARE PARTS
& SHIMS

REPAIR TOOLS

SWAP AND SHOP

FOR SALE: USDiesel offers the
following NEW & USED equipment for
SALE. Also available used Bosch EPS
815 w/547 hrs, EFEP711/w KMM80.
Hartridge HA400, HA700, HA280 &
HA255 comparator, HA123 PT pump
tester. HA290. Bacharach Specialist
10, 8010, U7500A, Bacharach Test oil
chiller & Heins turbo balancer TC3 &
many more used machines for sale. New
Maktest TK1026 common rail injector
tester, TK1024 HEUI Injector tester,
U1000 EUI cam box & UTS1004 EUI
tester stand-a-lone, KO4000 computer
aided CR injector rebuild center, &
PT2012B,PT2012CRE, A6000 Maktest
common rail injector & pump test stand
6 cyl.We also stock most common tools
and adapters new & used. Please go to
www.usdiesel.com to view our complete
list of test equipment. Contact us at 800328-0037; 817-485-6422, Fax 817-4856404 or Mark Hagood: markh@usdiesel.
com / Brad Glenn: bradg@usdiesel.com
Please note our (new address) 4535
CENTER POINT DRIVE FORT WORTH
TEXAS 76180

TRAINING &
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

TEL: 732-572-9700, FAX: 732-572-4844, EMAIL: CUSTOMERSERVICE@KENDIESEL.COM
WWW. D IES E L.ORG
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FORERUNNERS FORUM

continued from page 11

week may find it easier to please this
generation of workers. The four day
work week allows the employees more
time at home to rest and regenerate,
making them more focused and
productive while they work. The return
for employers is increased loyalty. Once
millennials are granted more flexibility,
they are more loyal. After an employee
came to work at Diesel Plus, his prior
employer came back with an offer for
more money, and he declined because
he did not want to give up his four day
work week. There are recent studies that
show high productivity on four day work
weeks. The data indicates that happy
employees who work shorter work
weeks are more productive than stressed
employees that work overtime. Increased
job satisfaction has also been seen.
With the new generation becoming
the largest group in the work force,
employers need to understand that
they are not dealing with the same
generation that they grew up in. We
have to think about turnover has a cost,
training, and loss of profitability when
we are recruiting. Take a second and try
to see where the millennials are looking
from. Remember these tips: look
beyond the resume, job satisfaction,
and work to life ratio. n

WWW. D IES E L.ORG
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ADVERTISING INDEX

Alliant Power................................... 5
866.283.1785
www.alliantpower.com
Windsor, WI, US

FPPF Chemical Company............. 10
716.856.9607
www.fppf.com
Buffalo, NY, US

BorgWarner Turbo Systems............ 8
800.787.6464
www.turbo.borgwarner.com
Asheville, NC, US

Goldfarb & Associates Inc............. 28
301.770.4514
www.goldfarbinc.com
Rockville, MD, US

D&W Diesel, Inc............................ 29
800.824.0151
www.dwdiesel.com/
Auburn, NY, US

KenDiesel Inc................................ 27
732.572.9700
www.kendiesel.com
Edison, NJ, US

Delphi Technologies...................... 26
877.GO.DELPH
www.delphiautoparts.com
Troy, MI, US

Melett Ltd...................................... 24
44.1226.320939
www.melett.com
Barnsley, South Yorkshire, UK

E-ZOIL Products, Inc.................... 30
716.213.0106
www.ezoil.com
Tonawanda, NY, US

Midwest Fuel Injection Service
Corporation.............. 24, Back Cover
877.373.6659
www.midwestfuelinjection.com
Palatine, IL, US
Niitsu Turbo Industries (M)
Sdn. Bhd.......................................... 6
603.62539362
www.niitsu-turbo.com
Jalan Kepong, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
R.A.S.E.D. S.P.A. Spaco Diesel........ 2
39.02.272.2161
www.spacodiesel.com
Milano, Lombardy, Italy
Sun Diesel Systems LLC................ 28
818.770.1166
www.sundieselsystems.com
Las Vegas, NV, US
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The Pumps You Trust…
From the People You Trust!
Remanufactured CAPS Pumps
For 8.3L & 8.9L Engines
The Cummins CAPS Pump is widely used in a variety of
class 6-8 vehicles, agricultural equipment, fire trucks,
construction equipment and many other applications.

The Lowest Warranty Rates in the Industry

Most Popular CAPS Pump Part Numbers:

®

4076441X / 4076442X / 40076443X
For Cummins 8.3L Engines
Used in Both Trucks & Agricultural Tractors

OVER

30 YEARS

®

Member

“Expertise That Keeps You Running!”
VISIT US ONLINE

www.mwfi.com

877.DSD.ONLY
877.373.6659 • TOLL FREE

Say “Yes” to All of Your Customer’s Needs

